
 

TX AIR DRYER & FILTER INSTALLATION  
 
The following is a brief overview on the do’s & don’ts of air dryer & filter installation. 
 
INSTALLATION VENTILATION & ACCESS  
Provide the dryer with a stable 220 volt/single phase/50 Hz power supply via the two pin fitted plug. Ensure the 
power supply is safe prior to start up.  
 
Air dryers should be installed in a well-ventilated area that provides cool air flow to the static Freon condenser 
coil.  A 1(one) metre access area around the dryer is needed to allow anyone to maintain and de-dust the dryer. 
Do not cool the static coil with a free standing fan.  
 
Care should be taken that a compressor does not exhaust hot air onto the sides of a TX dryer’s static coil. Hot 
waste exhaust air should be exhausted outside the compressor house. If you are sweating inside the 
compressor room, the ventilation is poor. Modify your ventilation system please.  Design the compressor area 
to ensure any piece of equipment can be moved out of the room without having to remove another component 
 
To have a common manifold feeding into two pre filters with two air dryers is not correct. This will lead to 
thermal overload of one of the air dryers.  For example, the filters with the least pressure drop (cleanest) will let 
more air through it. This means that one of the dryers will see more compressed air (thermal load) than its 
partner & can easily get into a situation where the dryers dewpoint and mechanical stability is affected, in brief 
the dryer may fail this will lead to the compressed air getting wet. Do not overload the dryer with more 
compressed air than shown in this document.  
 
Air inlet temperature should exceed 50 ˚C into the dryer. High inlet temperature will affect filtration performance.  
 
DRYER TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 
The rotary indicator will generally sit in the Green area of the dial. It may on occasion move to the Blue / Green 
sector or the Green / Red sector  
 
To be permanently in the solid red area or blue sector it is considered abnormal. 
 
Note, due to the unique design of the TX series, the air leaving the dryer is warmer than the incoming air, this is 
normal  
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Causes of compressed air dryer thermal overload are; 
 

 Too much compressed air flowing through a dryer  
 Ambient temperature too high, or a lack of cooling air on the dryers coil  
 Inlet air temperature too high. E.g >50 ˚C  

 
If ignored, the following expensive problems will undoubtedly occur  

 Freon compressor motor winding burn out  
 Freon compressor internal overloads continually cuts out  
 Freon compressor mechanical seizure  

 
AIR FILTER INSTALLATIONS  
Like air dryers, filters should not be operated in parallel if this is attempted it leads to shorter element life cycles 
and rising maintenance. It is impossible to direct equal air flows through two or more inline filters. 
 
The element with the lowest pressure drop will lead to a priority air flow through it. This is in turn may lead to 
premature element failure and anti-entrainment sock disintegration.  Element failure means non effective 
filtration and polluted air lines. Sock failure leads to material being carried downstream into the air system.  
There it will foul equipment and cause general mayhem!   
 
 
Note, Air filter air flow is from inside the core to outside  
 
 
 
 
 
 
AIR DRYER MAINTENANCE  
At the rear of the dryer is an automatic timed condensate drain, the normal timer setting is 4 
seconds and 4 minutes, adjust if necessary. Drains that are not functioning will allow water 
and oil onto your work piece   
 
Alongside the drain valve is a strainer, the strainer will require periodic cleaning. If pre and 
after filter are not fitted, this strainer will require weekly maintenance, or more!   
 
 
CAUTION – INJURY RISK   Close the valve before dis assembling, open the valve after 
reassembling.    
 
CLEANING YOUR DRYER    CAUTION – INJURY RISK   Once a month, using clean dry air and a blow gun, 
gently blow the static condenser coil clean. Gun pressure should be <3 bar G and eye and hand protection 
should be worn.  
 
FILTER MAINTENANCE  
Element will normally last 12 months in service. However if the differential indicator is climbing thru yellow and 
into the red it’s time to change filter elements, obtain these from you nearest Adendorff outlet  
 
CAUTION – INJURY RISK    
Bleed all compressed air to atmosphere prior to attempting an element change.  The filter bowl is unscrewed 
anti clockwise, a strap wrench may be required. The element is on a tie rod system, unscrew by hand, and re-
assemble by hand. Use a non-silicon** type grease to smear onto the bowls thread form prior to re-assembly 
 
**Silicon is will adversely affect your paint finish 
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FILTER REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS PART NUMBERS  
 
½ Pre filter  pt. # E50 Grade U  
½ After filter  pt. # E50 Grade H 
 
¾   Pre filter  pt. # E90 Grade U  
¾   After filter  pt. # E90 Grade H  
 
Replacement internal auto drain pt. # IAD 316  
 
Replacement differential gauge pt. # DP 12  

 
 
 
OPTIONAL - TIMED AUTO DRAIN FOR FILTERS  
An Artic 11 timed auto drain, with bowl adaptor is available, pre-set bleed time 2 seconds with time between 
drain 0 to 120 minutes - talk to your local Adendorff Machinery Mart outlet. 
 
 
Dryer Model Number   Compressor fitted kW  Filters Set To Be Used  
   
TX15 dryer 4 E50 Series = 1.49 m³/min @ 7 bar  
TX25 dryer 5.5 E50 Series = 1.49 m³/min @ 7 bar 
TX35 dryer 7.5 E50 Series = 1.49 m³/min @ 7 bar 
TX50 dryer 22 E90 Series = 2.49 m³/min @ 7 bar 
Hot air can be used for change rooms, or factory space heating. In some cases the compressors oil cooler can 
be used to heat a water system. The hot water could then be used for change room showers.  
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